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Rounds Posted Report Suggestions – Team Play Eligibility 

March 2024 

 

    The Rounds Posted requirement for Team Play is unchanged, at 20 actual 9 hole rounds in the 

two years prior to the date each TP handicap report is to be run. The reports are now done two 

weeks before the tournament. So for our first TP of 2024 (Peninsula Area), the reports will be run 

on March 21st, for the tournament to be held on April 4. 

     Due to the new method of posting 9H rounds, there isn’t any one report that will automatically 

have all the data that’s needed. Since mid-January 2024, new 9H rounds are posted as if they were 

18H rounds, so the total count is for two kinds of rounds, actual 18H holes played, and actual 9H 

rounds posted as 18H. However, for many groups one report will still take care of most players, 

with only a few requiring a closer look. 

     If you have a merged group, or a large 9er membership, step 1 might be to create a group in 

Admin Portal that has only your likely Team Play participants. If your group is small or you don’t 

know who might want to play, use your whole roster. 

     Run Rounds Posted report with all Score Types and Holes Played, with the start date of two years 

prior. Sort by Round Count, Descending. Most active players have plenty more than the 20 needed. 

So there’s no need to figure out the mix of 9H vs 18H if above 20 total. In my group of 42 players, 

had to scroll down to the 35th player to find someone with less than 20 total rounds. 

Look at the bottom of your list for new or infrequent golfers with counts between 10 and 20. For 

these players, you may need to look at their individual scoring records if they want to be in Team 

Play. If there are no players in that category, you only need to submit the one report. See examples 

below! 

 

Example of Report parameters: 
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Resulting report 

 
 

Skip down to the 36th and 37th players, with 17 and 12 rounds, look at scoring records. BTW, neither 

of these gals are going to play TP, just using them as examples. 

 

 
 

Example 1: Hiroko – hasn’t posted since 11/2023, so all N rounds are actually 18H combined. She 

has 34 rounds of 9Hs, so is eligible. Scoring record codes: N = pre-2024 9H combined rounds. NH or 

NA = new 9H round posted as 18H. 

All that’s needed here is to notice the most recent score is before January 2024. 
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Example 2: Leslie is a new player: Her total record is 12 rounds, starting July 2022. Two of the H 

rounds in her list are actually new NH 9H rounds. But before that she had 10 rounds of 18H posted, 

so she meets criteria. 

 
 

Please email me if you have questions. Each club may have a different situation, so it’s hard to show 

every scenario.  

Regards, 

Diane Howell 

WNHGA Handicap Advisor 

tdhowell@comcast.net 

 


